
Rules & Regulations 2022

 

Helsinki Coffee Week's Moccamaster Championship is open to
anyone above 18 years old for apply

The first 12 competitors/teams will be qualified to attend to the
competition

Application will be done through sign up sheet on Helsinki
Coffee Week's website according to given instructions

It is possible to sign up into the competition alone or with a
partner. 

WHO CAN APPLY & HOW TO APPLY

The idea of the competition is to find out who brews the
best tasting cup of coffee using the same Mystery Coffee
for everyone, brewed with the Moccamaster's
Competition Brewer

The teams will compete in 10 min heats of 3 teams 

Teams will have 30min practice time with the Mystery
Coffee & Competition Brewer prior to the Competition
time

THE COMPETITION
 



The Mystery Coffee will be provided as whole beans and
competition grinder will be provided by the organizer. The teams
may not use their own grinder.

Only the Competition Brewer provided by the organizer may be
used to brew the Mystery Coffee. It is not allowed to use any
additional parts to interfere with the brewing process.

All teams' competition stations will have Competition Brewer, a
scale and a spoon. The station will also have water jug for
measuring water into the water tank of the Competition Brewer.
This jug however may not be used to interfere with the brewing
process itself. All stations will be equipped with adequate amount
of Moccamaster paper filters.

Each team need to brew minimum of 400ml of the Competition
Coffee for blind judging. Providing smaller amount will lead into
disqualification - so don't do it! 

All samples will be evaluated by the team of three (3) sensory judges.
The coffees will be scored by quality of flavor, sweetness, acidity,
body and aftertaste.

All cups compete against each other which is why the samples will
be gathered into clean thermos bottles and the judges may come
back to earlier samples throughout the competition.

Three (3) teams who brewed the top three cups will proceed to the
Finals Round.

The Finals Round's cup scores will be added to each teams scores
from the Round One. The team with the highest score after this wins
the Competition.

THE EVALUATION



For any information about the rules we encourage to send all
questions to kahviviikko@gmail.com. 

Moccamaster Championship is a competition format owned by
Helsinki Coffee Week. 

Helsinki Coffee Week reserves all rights to the Moccamaster
Championship format

INFORMATION


